
D35 Behind the Scenes Show Launch Series 

Creative Brief 

 

Goals 

• Create a series of 5-8 multi-media packages that showcase the new creative 
approach to D35 and consist of primary video and photo assets,  supporting 
content specific for social and digital platforms, and  written assets 

o Example of execution in the media: 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/22/arts/broadway-
hamilton-frozen-behind-the-scenes.html  

o All of the assets would have a similar look and feel to them as a branded 
DOI series, but could be used as standalone pieces if needed 

 
o Each package would focus on key moments and milestones of the show 

concept, build and launch process including: 
 White Model Meeting 
 Workshops/On-ice Pre-production 
 Rehearsals 
 Opening Night 

• Roll out assets throughout the summer leading up to and past opening night to 
generate buzz about the new Disney On Ice show. 

• Capture additional content to create BTS pieces for use on other shows, either 
through generic packages, or by capturing quotes and content that could work 
specifically for D30c or D27c. 

 

End Uses 

• The primary use of these packages would be to give top media 
outlets/influencers both nationally and on the local level a deeper dive into the 
creation of D35 by offering comprehensive content options to tell richer stories 
that go beyond the Disney characters 

• Secondary use would be to use the content on Feld-owned platforms to highlight 
Feld as content creators 

• Tertiary use would be providing content to support other Disney On Ice shows 
 
 

Video 

Develop one :45-1 min video that corresponds to the key moments identified in the 
goals. The videos are the driving force behind the look and feel of the overarching 
campaign and designed so they can be easily adapted to markets outside of the US. 
They should be geared towards similar audiences as those produced by Oh My Disney, 
Buzzfeed, Popsugar, etc. 
 
Ideas to Consider: 

• NYT - What Happens Just Before Show Time 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/22/arts/broadway-hamilton-frozen-behind-the-scenes.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/22/arts/broadway-hamilton-frozen-behind-the-scenes.html


o https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/06/30/arts/metropolitan-
opera-backstage-ballet.html 

• A Moment Apart Tour 
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzlY6PJbMII&list=PLcSHo7HfYqSKE

NxD8cM-QnSxlEZdz0yie 
 

• Jazz at Lincoln Center 
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpLQHCzzGM4&list=PLqhIRO8y9HlD-cH-CxUr-

6JyvvmNvwF0-&index=8 
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=38&v=b40YRTX5Gpo  

 
 

Photo   

To accompany each video, capture 4-5 supporting images. These images can either be 
candid or setup and should be more stylized than our typical BTS images. 
 
Ideas to Consider: 

 
 
 

Content Capture Approach   

Shooting style for both photo and video would differ from past approaches with 
cameras closer in on people and shooting tighter on what is happening in the room. This 
style would include shooting over people’s shoulders and closer to the action than what 
has typically been done in behind the scenes shoots. In addition to closer shots, 
questions would be asked in real time, potentially asking to suspend a conversation, 
allowing people to respond directly to camera. Meetings and workshops would be 
identified in advance to find the ones most suited to this style of shooting and be able to 
prep creative team.  
 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/06/30/arts/metropolitan-opera-backstage-ballet.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/06/30/arts/metropolitan-opera-backstage-ballet.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzlY6PJbMII&list=PLcSHo7HfYqSKENxD8cM-QnSxlEZdz0yie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzlY6PJbMII&list=PLcSHo7HfYqSKENxD8cM-QnSxlEZdz0yie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpLQHCzzGM4&list=PLqhIRO8y9HlD-cH-CxUr-6JyvvmNvwF0-&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpLQHCzzGM4&list=PLqhIRO8y9HlD-cH-CxUr-6JyvvmNvwF0-&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=38&v=b40YRTX5Gpo


This would give first person perspective to the viewer of the creative process allowing a 
more intimate look at the making of Disney On Ice. The result will feel more interactive 
hinting at the immersive nature of D35 and allows to visually differentiate from other 
shows. 
 
  

Influencer Content   

Develop 2-3 social/digital focused pieces to accompany each video. These could be IG 
stories, boomerangs, vertical video, etc. While created with an eye towards social 
platforms, this content should still be polished and fit with in the aesthetic of the 
overarching campaign to differentiate it from content created by influencers and outlets 
themselves.   
 
Ideas to Consider: 

• https://www.behance.net/gallery/47179989/Nike-Women-x-Tumblr  

• https://www.behance.net/gallery/58602779/Spoiled-Kids - scroll to short videos 
on the bottom 

• https://www.instagram.com/p/BfL-bK9Hsq1/?hl=en&taken-by=disneystyle 

• https://www.instagram.com/p/BQdoCA9Delr/?hl=en&tagged=disneyboomerang  
 
 

Timeline   

 
The multimedia packages will roll out between Spring and Fall of 2018 with benchmarks 
surrounding the announcement, workshop period, rehearsals and opening night. An 
initial package will debut in May and be included in embargoed content given to the 
media prior to the national announcement of D35. The overarching concept of the first 
package will begin the storytelling for the series at large, but can also be used as 
standalone elements. This will include content from the white model meeting as well as 
interviews with the creative team. 
 
Following this initial push, the next package of content will be captured during the 
workshop and pre-production period in June and rolled out in the following weeks. The 
content will be centered on a batch of shorter videos with supporting still imagery 
dedicated to elements of the production being researched and developed at this time. 
This is then followed by another batch of shorter videos, photos and digital content 
during the rehearsal period in July/August reflecting that process and preparation.  
  
A behind the scenes glimpse of the various perspectives of the opening night 
performance will conclude the series in September. 
  
For 2019, we can re-edit some of the stories of how we built specific elements from 
beginning to end with the inclusion of final show footage, creating additional content 
that can be used over the life of the tour.   
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